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President Biden vows an ambitious climate policy, leading the US transition to 100 percent clean
electricity by 2035, and demanding - in his first year - that Congress legislate for reaching zero emissions
by 2050.
These efforts, however, might be constrained by differences within the Democratic camp and mid-term
elections in critical, fossil fuel-dependent states like Pennsylvania.
Yet, even under a cautious scenario, Biden will bring about significant change: on Environmental, Social
and Corporate Governance (ESG) reporting standards; re-instating Federal regulations and increasing
Federal funding; and – to a lesser extent – on carbon taxation. Under this middle-of-the road scenario,
the US and Europe will see a greater level of convergence even if in parallel ‘climate competition’ between
great economic powers will intensify. Investment in green technologies will gather pace in the US.

Biden’s Climate Plan
Key points of Biden’s climate policy include:
•

Committing two trillion dollars in accelerated investments in green infrastructure over his term, in
transitioning the auto industry, power generation, housing, agriculture, and innovation.

•

Increasing federal procurement by 400 billion dollars in his term to purchase clean energy inputs
and establish an Advanced Research Projects Agency for the development and rapid deployment
of new, green technologies.

•

Creating one million jobs in the auto sector, securing large American producers such as General
Motors, Fiat Chrysler and Ford, and investing 400 million dollars into the industry to support the
adoption of electric vehicles and the transition from petrol-powered vehicles used by federal
institutions.

•

Reversing Trump’s withdrawal from the Paris Climate Agreement on day one. In addition,
encouraging countries to increase their ambitions by calling out countries not living up to
environmental standards.

•

Working with other countries to get China to stop exporting fossil fuel projects, and to offer
alternative financing for cleaner ones.

•

Ending fossil fuel use for electricity and thus having a carbon-free electricity sector by 2035,
including by doubling offshore wind production by 2030.

•

Ending all subsidies for fossil fuels, including coal, oil and shale gas in rural regions, and banning
new offshore drilling and new fracking permits on public land.
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The first 100 days
Early actions will include rescinding a number of President Trump’s Executive Orders (EOs), including
those allowing oil/gas exploration and a March 2017 EO calling on every federal agency to dismantle its
climate policies. Instead, government agencies will be instructed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
The administration will also seek to include clean energy provisions in economic stimulus measures to
be considered by Congress. This could include: R&D funding for clean energy; money for states to
continue renewable energy expansion; and an extension of tax credits for renewable energy industries.
Biden has indicated that he will sign EOs instructing agencies to develop new methane limits for oil and
gas wells, to reinstate and strengthen fuel economy standards, and to tighten efficiency standards for
appliances and buildings.
However, developing and finalizing new regulations will take time, and EOs and regulations can be
challenged in the courts, especially the conservative-leaning Supreme Court.

Challenges
In the current political climate, Biden has to carry out a balancing act to maintain support within his own
party while not turning climate policy into a divisive partisan topic. We have seen glimmers of bi-partisan
hope; in 2020, measures to bring down emissions of hydrofluorocarbons achieved bi-partisan backing.
1. KEEPING SWING STATES IN 2022 MID-TERM ELECTIONS

Among Biden’s promises, banning new fracking permits, phasing out fossil fuels, and removing crucial
subsidies from the fossil fuel industry are the most contentious. In the 2020 elections, this divided voters
in key swing-states like Pennsylvania which, after Texas, produces the most natural gas in the U.S.
To win back his home state from Trump, Biden has nuanced his position, publicly arguing for both safely
managing fracking projects and an outright ban on new fracking projects. In west/northeast Pennsylvania
20,000 - 50,000 potential voters are dependent on the fracking industry, yet eastern Pennsylvania has
seen a growth of over 90,000 green jobs. Pennsylvania’s Republican Senator and climate skeptic Pat
Toomey has announced that he will not run for re-election in 2022.
Georgia finds itself in a similar position. It is home to two of the largest coal plants in the U.S. with.a
combined capacity of over 7GW - almost five times the capacity of the largest onshore windfarm in the
U.S. Recent Democratic Senate run-off winner, Raphael Warnock, faces the ballot again in 2022.
Balancing climate priorities with electoral realities in certain swing states critical for maintaining control
of Congress in 2022 (and the White House in 2024) is a square that the Biden administration has to circle.
2. MODERATES VS. PROGRESSIVES

Climate also touches on a split within the Democratic party between progressives and moderates, which
is growing in terms of demographics and policy priorities. Both factions hold high expectations from the
new administration and the Democratic controlled Congress.
Progressives may represent one Senator (Bernie Sanders), but their House caucus includes over 90 of
the 435 House seats - more than 40% of the Democratic caucus. Democratic moderates, on the other
hand, include Joe Manchin of coal-heavy West Virginia, famous for opposing Obama’s climate plan and
a supporter of coal and shale gas, as well as Senator Krysten Sinema from Arizona.
Time will tell whether moderates will use the narrow margins in the Senate to restrain Biden’s climate goal,
or whether a razor-thin majority encourages stronger unity and discipline within Democratic ranks.
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EU vs. US climate initiatives
EU COMMISSION’S PLAN

BIDEN’S PLAN

2030 CO2
TARGET

As of December 2020, EU leaders agreed to
reduce member states’ emissions by 55%
before 2030.

No overall target yet, but will have Congress set
a 2030 milestone by the end of his term

2050 CO2
TARGET

Carbon neutral (net-zero emissions)

Carbon neutral (net-zero emissions) and 100%
clean energy by 2035

Taxonomy plan which includes mandatory
reporting standards such as sustainability
disclosure obligations for manufacturers of
financial products and financial advisors.

Pledged to make publicly traded companies
disclose their climate risks and GHG emissions
levels.

CARBON TAX

EC has proposed a carbon border tax by
2022. Final legislation will be presented
around June 2021.

No clear plan yet. Biden has supported a
“carbon adjustment fee” on imports from
countries that fail to cut emissions.

FRACKING

There are no commercial shale-gas wells in
Europe. Fracking is also banned in various
countries such as France, Germany and the
Netherlands.

Will not ban fracking outright but does favor a
ban on new fracking on public land.

FOSSIL FUELS

The EC’s goal is to phase out fossil fuels, but
has no current target. Fossil fuel subsidies in
EU member states are still present.

Phase out fossil fuels in the energy sector by
2035 and ending subsidies for the industry.

OFFSHORE WIND

Increase offshore wind energy capacity from
12 GW to 60 GW by 2030 and 300 GW by
2050, including 40 GW of ocean energy.

Increase offshore wind energy production to 25
GW by 2030, with a 12.5 GW sub-target for
2025.

MONEY
PROMISED TO
CLIMATE ACTION

The EU Green Deal amounts to € 1 trillion.
On the new MFF, €162.9 billion are set aside
towards climate action.

Invest $400 billion over 10 years in clean energy
and climate research and generate $2 trillion
accelerated investments in green infrastructure.

REPORTING
STANDARDS
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Opportunities for Convergence with Europe?
Biden’s choice of John Kerry – a heavyweight who helped land the historical Paris Agreement – as his
Special Envoy for Climate signals the new administration’s focus on international climate cooperation.
This is in conjunction with Gina McCarthy – a former Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) head under
Obama – as Kerry’s domestic counterpart and a climate team that includes strong profiles such as Deb
Haaland for Interior, Jennifer Granholm as Energy Secretary, and Michael Regan as EPA Administrator.
This comes at a critical juncture for climate commitment: the EU, China, Japan and South Korea all
recently announced goals for net zero emissions by 2050 or shortly afterwards. Similarly, the UK has
made bold promises on climate, particularly to become the ‘Saudi Arabia of Wind’ by investing massively
in offshore wind power. The addition of the US to these countries would bring this to about two thirds of
the global economy, and more than half the world’s emissions.
1. CARBON TAX

Biden and his team will engage with traditional allies in Europe and Asia and seek to build a global
coalition for net zero emissions. An example could be the introduction of carbon border adjustment
measures. The EU intends to introduce such measures in the context of its Green Deal and Biden’s
climate plan also commits to a similar measure, although under less specific terms.
Biden’s pick for Treasury Secretary, Janet Yellen (the former chair of the Federal Reserve) has spoken in
support of a carbon tax as the most effective way to reduce US greenhouse gas emissions.
However, Biden faces a challenge allaying the fear that carbon taxation could dampen U.S. economic
competitiveness and lead to industries relocating to countries with weaker climate policies. This will be a
hard sell for Biden with Republicans and Moderate Democrats, especially in the Senate, and may need
to wait until the second half of his term.
2. ESG REPORTING
We anticipate the Biden administration will converge with the EU on ESG (environmental, social and
governance) reporting standards. Biden has already promised to sign an EO on his first day in office which
would require public companies to disclose climate risks and greenhouse gas emissions in their operations
and supply chains. He could then direct Wall Street's top regulator, the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), an independent agency with five Commissioners who are appointed by the U.S.
President with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make climate disclosure mandatory for the public
companies it oversees. The SEC is. This will help companies, investors and regulators make better-informed
decisions in pursuing decarbonization targets.
However, in terms of the content of these new disclosure requirements, the U.S. is far behind Europe. While
an increasing number of U.S. companies are publishing climate reports, some due to state-level legislation
(such as in New York state), there is no standardized ESG disclosure framework, which makes comparisons
across industries or even within sectors very difficult. In 2018, dozens of U.S.-based academics and assetmanagers petitioned the SEC to establish mandatory reporting on ESG issues, but the agency declined.
The EU already has a non-financial disclosure requirement in place for all companies with more than 500
employees. This includes ESG policies and their results, as well as non-financial risks and mitigation
strategies. A number of financial reporting standards also include sustainability disclosure obligations for
manufacturers of financial products (investments and securities) and financial advisors.
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But there is no commonly agreed framework in the EU either. The European Commission (EC) is currently
developing a taxonomy - an implementation tool for investors that require practical, disclosure-based
regulation. The EC is relying on the Green Deal financing opportunities, and especially green bonds, for a
new taxonomy to enable a Europe-wide adopted standard for ESG reporting. Similarly, the UK has made a
clear commitment to turning the City of London into the global centre for green finance through sovereign
bonds, carbon offset markets and disclosure requirements.
Ultimately, we will see both a convergence between U.S. and EU ESG reporting standards, with the EU
taking an early lead. Meanwhile expect growing competition between financial centers for a share of the
green financial market.

What Does this Mean for Business?
The U.S. under Biden will resume a leading role in fighting climate change. However, businesses should
not expect Biden to immediately enact all parts of his ambitious climate agenda due to both the political
constraits set out above, and competing priorities, notably Covid-19. In particular, a carbon border tax
may wait until the end of Biden’s term.
Nevertheless, a massive asset transfer is underway from fossil fuels and traditional emitters of
greenhouse gas and into renewable energy and environmentally sustainable assets. The mere prospect
of new climate regulation is likely to spark a portfolio shift — particularly as more U.S. investors are forced
to contemplate the degree to which climate change regulation could reduce the value of assets. With the
U.S. on board Europe’s transition train, the ESG area is set to move fast in the coming years. Business
would do well to factor this in, while still keeping in mind that fossil fuels will not go away any time soon.

To remain competitive, business leaders should:
•
•
•
•

•

Look to U.S. Senate dynamics for hints about the level of ambition among U.S. legislators.
Watch for any sign of rapprochement between U.S. and its traditional allies, especially in the run-up
to December’s Glasgow COP26 conference. This will inevitably have implications for carbon taxation
and ESG reporting standards.
Follow closely the EU Commission’s taxonomy plan and upcoming proposal for a carbon border
adjustment mechanism, including the reactions these receive from the U.S. administration.
Pay close attention to the degree that the EU taxonomy will incentivize firms to invest more green, as
‘green’ investments will also tap more easily into EU green bonds. For example, companies may be
rewarded for compensating their boards for climate friendly initiatives, although the taxonomy plan
on its own will not put obligations or specific responsibilities on boards to do so.
Align their own ESG policies with globally supported standards for ESG which are widely adopted
across the EU and U.S.. For instance, the Global Reporting Initiative, the Carbon Disclosure Project,
or the Bloomberg-founded Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, which is gaining
traction in the U.S.
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About Rasmussen Global
After ending his term as NATO Secretary General in 2014, Anders Fogh Rasmussen founded his
international strategic advisory firm with a clear purpose: to help major companies and democratic
governments committed to open and free markets navigate international politics, shape public policy,
and get their message across.
We take on projects we believe in and where Anders Fogh Rasmussen's voice can make a difference.
These include projects with democratic governments, technology firms and renewable energy providers.
Combined with our senior staff's experience in top level positions in governments and international
institutions and a canny sense for media outreach, we are a powerful ally in the battle for ideas and
influence.
With a presence in Copenhagen, Brussels, Washington DC, Berlin, Paris, and London, our team of senior
advisors are able to reach governments, institutions and key opinion-makers.
We offer a comprehensive approach to understand and shape some of the thorniest public policy issues.
Through a deep strategic understanding of the dynamics at play behind an issue and identification of the
main players’ positions, we can provide intelligible and actionable advice to top decision-makers on how
to understand the situation and minimize and manage exposure to risks.
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